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Terms and Conditions 

LEGAL NOTICE 
 
 

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible 
in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does 
not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are 
accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet. 
 
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in 
this publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, 
omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. 
Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations 
are unintentional. 
 
In practical advice reports, like anything else in life, there are no 
guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their 
own judgment about their individual circumstances to act 
accordingly. 
 
This report is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, 
accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services 
of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance 
fields. 
 
You are encouraged to print this for easy reading. 
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Goal Planning Strategies That Truly Work- Video Coaching 
To Reach Any Goal You Wish 
 

What are a few of your greatest goals in life? To slim down? To take in 
more revenue? To be in your dream vocation? To assemble your own 
business? Would you love to live in abundance? To be in the best 
health? To find your life mate? To have a loving household? For any 
of these goals, have you ever experienced the resolve to accomplish it, 
commit resources toward it, work at it for a long time period, only to 
have it flop finally? 
 
Goals should be a snap right? 
 

A lot of individuals have this misconceived notion of goal 
accomplishment as they only come into contact with the events of 
others’ goals. They're not tangled in all the thought-processes, 
intricacies and literal planning that went into the accomplishment of 
those goals.  
 

V-I-P-E-R is a 5-step model, which lists the five crucial steps for 
successful goal accomplishment. These five steps are: 
 
• V isualize: Truly visualize the goal 
• I mplement: Implement techniques to succeed in the goal 
• P lanning: distinguish plan factors based on the techniques 
• E xecution: Get moving on the plan and goal  
• R ecap: evaluate the outcome and future steps 
 
Don't let the simpleness of the model fool you. While these five steps 
appear very easy by themselves, they're the core of successful goal 
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achievements, particularly for big goals where the ‘What’ and ‘How’ 
toward accomplishing them becomes subtle.  
 
Say tour goal is to build a bridge. 
 

 Visualize: Truly visualize building the bridge 
 Implement: implement techniques to build a bridge, like 

overcoming wind resistance, seeing to it the bridge can support 
its own weight, amidst others 

 Planning: distinguish plan factors like bridge location , size of 
team, safeguards, precise sort and number of materials to use in 
construction, and so forth 

 Execution: employed workers, secured construction materials, 
began actual construction of the bridge 

 Recap: evaluated the final structure.  
 
Every step is needed in the success of the goal. 
They’re separate parts of a system that make it whole. Attempting to 
omit any of the steps will endanger your chances and level of success. 
 
The steps happen in sequence – implying the first step needs to be 
complete prior to going to the second, etc.  
 
Advancement through the steps represents your goal being evidenced 
in your mind to physical production. 
 
As you begin with the beginning step, it's basically a creation in your 
brain. As you move through the steps, you're basically taking that 
virtual creation in your brain and giving it physical form and shape in 
our world. 
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Your time and energy are exceedingly precious, so it's better to invest 
a little portion of time to arrange the right goals. You don't wish to 
waste your efforts on ill set goals and wind up crying over spilled milk 
after discovering you've spent your time in vain. You don't want to be 
blowing time on goals you never truly wanted in the first place. 
 
As you set your goal, you need to see to it that they stick to the 
precepts here. These are what will guide you to determine the correct 
goals so that you may go after them. 
 
1. Guarantee congruency with your life purpose. 
Your goals need to be specified in the context of your life purpose. 
Everything in your life should be in line with your purpose. Your 
purpose is the centering for everything in your life.   
 
2. See to it your goal is an 80/20 goal. 
How much does this goal interest you? Is this goal a central goal in 
your life – put differently, an 80/20 goal? Your 80/20 goal refers to 
the Twenty percent of goals which when accomplished, will give you 
eighty percent of the collective happiness from accomplishing all your 
goals.  
 
3. Comprehend your motives. 
Have you ever had an experience where you chased a goal totally, only 
to discover you never truly required it? There are a few common 
symptoms, which come out when you don't really want a specific goal: 
like self-sabotaging yourself in your goal quest, missing interest 
during the goal accomplishment process, feeling empty after the goal 
has been accomplished.  
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Presently we all are learning about the Power of Attraction. It states 
that the more you're positive about what you wish to accomplish, gain 
or achieve in life the more likely you will attract it to you. The power 
of attraction is successful however only when you utilize self-
affirmations saying how you will be when you accomplish what you 
wish to attract.  
 
Discover what you have to affirm yourself for: execute a self-
assessment to decide what you wish to affirm yourself for. Identify 
one matter at this point in your life you most wish to accomplish. 
 
Make your affirmations favorable: Once you've worked out the one 
matter you wish to accomplish in your life, you're now ready to author 
your self-affirmations. You need to write the affirmations in favorable 
language. You need to keep them short one-sentence statements. You 
need to keep them on the subject that you're working on. 
 
Make your affirmations visual: You need to make certain that you are 
able to visualize the affirmation statements. You need to be able to 
envision in your mind what it would look like in reality once the 
affirmations are accomplished. 
 
Author no more than fifteen affirmations per item you're working on: 
You need to write five affirmations in these three ways: I can...; I 
will..., I am...! 
 
Put down your statements: Once you've completed the I can..., I will... 
and I am... affirmations put them down in your journal to be utilized 
in your self-affirmation work which follows for the following thirty 
days after you've completed all of the above steps. 
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In the quest of your goals, you'll without doubt face matters that pull 
you off track. It's all right to be frustrated in the process. Face your 
letdown, learn how to cope with it, but don't let yourself be plagued 
by it.  
 
Remember that the earth’s most successful individuals have set huge 
goals and accomplished them as they kept their steadfast vision. 
When you properly draw up the map associating you to your end 
destination, all it takes is doggedness before you finally accomplish 
your goals. As you go after your goals, remember to savor the journey.  
 
Goal accomplishment is but one stop; the journey is the longest of the 
whole procedure. You must savor your journey.  
 
 


